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The credentials are the worst. MFA has ever seen in the academic press. MFA can make this judgement. Qualifications are minimal. Can provide the advice that the Council needs.

College Art Association may send letter 3/20

adjunct professors – part-time worker

Full members design the curriculum. Not involved in evaluating courses or in developing and proposing courses.

NEA Council member should understand the entire context and have a broader capacity to make judgement. Would like an assembly line worker.

Cheney was an adjunct - couldn’t get a regular teaching job. It’s ad hoc/freelance work.

If Cheney wants rep for undergraduate teaching – think all others.

Celeste knows Lannone. Lynn called everybody mentioned in The Chronicle article.

Including Nancy Rockefeller Brown.
Carol Jannone
310 Riverside Ave
#1518
NY 10025

Works for Herb London - at NYU
at NYU - not a scholar
runs the adult division
based on the great book

forceful, runs the Conservative Party in NY

She's a line to conservative money

John's on his way out, he may say something to Board of Foreign Scholarship
one good person can't help
general reader is so low

CP to Cheng - she's a bore, fool's

She's a nothing by any known standard, life is just distinguished politics are irrelevant
Joe Epstein article - Harold Reves
(for Tom Roberts) Spring '91

They'll have less trouble
with Cheney if better people
can get on Council.

Not even

Katz to Gregorion

Chronicle article

Well, the group pays more if we
hold and then let it through.

NAS: gets $250,000 a year
from Olin Foundation

Converse, Pres. Guggenheim Foundation
and distinguished literary critic

Decker Neal: White House has no
record of receiving Gregory
Letter from CP (Brian Walton
Wht. Leg. Office)
Peter Shaw
& Colleague of Lennon's
& member of NHT Council

Are there rules governing Council? Regarding conflict of interest?

Shaw is sitting on Council. That is going to review?

Can he take an impartial response?

→ Cherie told Phyllis she'd ruin her reputation

→ Shouldn't they avoid even the appearance of conflict of interest?

If we wait till after Council to see result of NHT grants:

→ personal accusations
→ public humiliation

Phyllis

If they are really smart - they fund but wait till final action

→ How can a member of the Council ask MRA to withdraw its opposition to one of his colleagues?!!